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INTRODUCTION
Everyone knows the place to retire is in Chaos Cove, where 
you harvest wood and grow sugarcane to make your infamous 
rum. You leisurely trade your rum to other islands for food, 
doubloons, and gunpowder. Your best rum, however, is saved 
for the notorious, raucous rum parties, from which Chaos Cove 
was named.

But word has spread that the most flavorful rum is here in 
Chaos Cove. Nearby pirates (piRATes) and barbarians 
(barBEARians) have become jealous – no, worse – enraged! 
What started as poorly planned incursions have escalated into 
full out battles with both pirates and barbarians collaborating.

Chaos Cove needs a protector to step up as the citizen militia 
are rallied. Do you have what it takes to lead this peaceable 
port, this Chaos Cove, to victory?

OVERVIEW OF PLAY
Chaos Cove is a board game for 2 to 4 players. The game is 
played over four rounds. Every round, each player controls 
four different heroes. Each round is broken into 6 phases.

Phase 1: Players place their heroes in town locations. Each 
hero has special abilities, and each location has its own 
effects and resources to help defend the town.

Phase 2: Collect resources from forts and use ships to trade 
rum for doubloons and gunpowder. 

Phase 3: Spend resources to build new forts and ships, and 
throw rum parties.

Phase 4: Players can attack any face-up invader tiles. To 
defeat an invader, players must spend combat points which 
are gained from cannons, sabers, gunpowder, crew, the 
Fortress token, and hero cards. These combat points must be 
equal to or greater than the value on the invader tile. Pirates 
invade from the sea and barbarians invade by land.

Phase 5: Remaining invaders are flipped face up and attack. 
If players cannot defeat them, the invaders will sink ships or 
destroy forts and threaten the town by breaking through its 
defenses. If too many invaders go unchecked, all players lose.

Phase 6: Players pass their four hero tiles clockwise to the next 
player and take the four from the player to their right. In a full 
game, all heroes can be played by all players.
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Developer Advice: 
For your first game and when you play 
with new players, play three rounds 
instead of four.

The game ends after four rounds. 
Players earn points for forts and ships 
still in play, rum party cards, and for 

defeated invader tiles.

The player with the most victory 
points wins the game.

1 Chaos Cove Map (2-sided)
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18 Fort 
Cards

(Stacks 1, 2, 3)
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18 Ship 
Cards

(Stacks 4, 5, 6)
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12 Rum Party 
Cards

(Stacks 7, 8)

CONSTRUCTION CARDS

16 Random Cards 
(see set-up)

(Stacks 9, 10)

PLAYER COMPONENTS

6 Crew 6 Ships 6 Forts

Wooden Components in 4 colors
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4 Starter Fort Cards 
(1 per player)
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4 Starter Ship Cards 
(1 per player)

1
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24 Pirate 
Invader Tiles 
(6 per wave)

24 Barbarian 
Invader Tiles 
(6 per wave)
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1

16 Hero Tiles

2 Token Bins
4 Fortress 

Tokens

Pay  per resource
to take additional 

resources from the location 
you just played in

A resource can only be taken
as many times as it appears

in the location

 : 
Place your 3rd or 4th hero

PLACEMENT
PHASE:

COMBAT:

+3  
(flip the token over)

+  / +   
(card strength value)

+3  
(flip the token over)

+1  / +1   
(discard the token)

+2  / +2  

+2  / +2
 (per exhausted crew)GUSGUS

END GAME 
END GAME SCORING
SCORING

•  Invader bonus
•  Invader bonus  (see below)

• Ship: 4• Ship: 4  
• Fort: 3• Fort: 3

•  Rum Party: 
•  Rum Party: 33 or 5or 5

Tie breaker
Tie breaker• Most invader tiles• Most resources

1 22
2 55
3 99
4 1414
5 2020
6 2626
7 3333
8 4141
9 5050

INVADER 
INVADER BONUSBONUSEach player counts defeated tilesEveryone discards lowest totalBonus tallied from remaining tiles

1. Place heroes in turn order
1. Place heroes in turn order  Do the following in any order:

Do the following in any order: •  Hero ability  •  Hero ability 
(( : place your 3rd or 4th hero)

: place your 3rd or 4th hero) • Location ability
 • Location ability • Collect resources
 • Collect resources •  Play hero cards 
 •  Play hero cards 

(the hero must be on the board)
(the hero must be on the board)

2. Use forts and ships simultaneously
2. Use forts and ships simultaneously
3. Buy construction cards in turn order
3. Buy construction cards in turn order
4.  Surprise attack one invader  
4.  Surprise attack one invader  at a time in turn order

at a time in turn order
5.  Defend in invader order 
5.  Defend in invader order (ships then forts, top to bottom)

(ships then forts, top to bottom)
6. End of round6. End of round
 • Refresh construction cards
 • Refresh construction cards • Flip up used cannons and sabers
 • Flip up used cannons and sabers • Place next wave of invaders
 • Place next wave of invaders • Pass hero tiles left
 • Pass hero tiles left • Pass first player marker left
 • Pass first player marker left • Reclaim heroes to tiles
 • Reclaim heroes to tiles

ROUND ROUND 
STRUCTURESTRUCTURE
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LIGHTHOUSELIGHTHOUSE
Flip up 1 or 2Flip up 1 or 2
pirate tilespirate tiles

PORTPORT
Use 1 or 2 of your shipsUse 1 or 2 of your ships

BLACKSMITHBLACKSMITH
Exchange planks for coinsExchange planks for coins

MARKETMARKET
Trade any 3 resourcesTrade any 3 resources

for any 3 suppliesfor any 3 supplies
FORTRESSFORTRESS

+2 in all combats+2 in all combats
(per player)(per player)

GARDENSGARDENS
Assign 1st player markerAssign 1st player marker

TAVERNTAVERN
Take 2 hero cardsTake 2 hero cards

MILLMILL
Use 1 or 2 of your fortsUse 1 or 2 of your forts

FORTUNE TELLERFORTUNE TELLER
Flip up 1 or 2Flip up 1 or 2

barbarian tilesbarbarian tiles

SANCTUARYSANCTUARY
Swap one of your Swap one of your 

unplayed heroes with any unplayed heroes with any 
other unplayed heroother unplayed hero

GREENHOUSEGREENHOUSE
Discard and replaceDiscard and replace

hero cardshero cards

TOWN HALLTOWN HALL
Buy 1 construction card Buy 1 construction card 

and refreshand refresh

 :  : 
Place your 3rd or 4th heroPlace your 3rd or 4th hero

Pay Pay  per resource to take  per resource to take 

additional resources from the additional resources from the 

location you just played inlocation you just played in

A resource can only be taken as many 

times as it appears in the location

4 Player Aids

1st Player 
Marker16 Hero Figures

*Cannons and Sabers are limited. 
All other supplies are unlimited.

RESOURCES

64 Doubloons

CALVINCALVIN

22

22

Attack one face-up 
barbarian or pirate.

64 Hero Cards

SUPPLIES 
(a sub-category of Resources)

24 Cannons* - front/back 
(+3 in naval combat)

24 Sabers* - front/back 
(+3 in martial combat)

6 Gunpowder (value 3)

22 Gunpowder (value 1)

6 Rum (value 3)

22 Rum (value 1)

6 Planks (value 3)

22 Planks (value 1)

6 Food (value 3)

22 Food (value 1)
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1  Each player selects a color and the corresponding set of 
game pieces (six crew, six ships, and six forts), one starting 
fort construction card, one starting ship construction card 
and one player aid. These should be placed in front of the 
player.

2  All players place two of their crew in the Fountain area 
on the board.

3  Divide the resource counters between the token bins. 
Players start with one of each type of resource counter 
(cannon, saber, rum, food, planks, and gunpowder). Rum, 
food, planks, and gunpowder are considered unlimited. 
Cannons and sabers, however, are a limited resource.

4  Randomly deal four hero tiles to each player. Players 
take the matching hero figures and place them on the tiles. 
These are each player’s starting heroes. If there are two or 
three players, create dummy hands of four hero tiles so that 
all sixteen hero tiles are visible.

5  Divide the doubloons between the token bins. Each 
player starts with five doubloons.

6  Shuffle the hero cards and deal out five to each player. 
Place the remaining cards near the board to form a draw 
deck.

7  Arrange construction cards into eight face-down stacks 
using the numbers on the front of the card. There are 6 iden-
tical cards per stack. The remaining 16 random construction 
cards have an asterisk (*) instead of a number. Shuffle the 
random construction cards and split them into two equal 
stacks. Place them face-down next to the other construc-
tion cards. Flip the top card of each of the 10 stacks face-
up.

8  Separate the pirate tiles into four stacks, marked 1, 2, 3 
and 4. Shuffle each set and form them into a pile. Take the 
first set, marked with a 1, and place one tile face-down in 
each pirate sea space.

9  Repeat the same procedure with the barbarian tiles. 
Take the first set, marked with a 1 and place one tile face-
down in each barbarian land space.

10  The player that most recently pillaged a Caribbean port 
gets the first player marker.

11  The first player places one of their ships in the top ship 
space adjacent to the top pirate sea space. The next player 
places one of their ships in the top ship space adjacent to 
the second pirate sea space. The third and fourth players 
do the same next to the third and fourth pirate sea spaces.

12  Players place forts in the same manner on the land side 
of the board, connected to the barbarian land spaces.

13  Place one fortress token per player on the Fortress 
location.

14  If there are only two players, they can each, starting with 
the first player, choose one of the available construction 
cards for free. If a new ship card is chosen, place a ship in 
any remaining open ship space. If a new fort card is cho-
sen, place a fort in any remaining open land space. Once 
both players have made their selection, refresh the deplet-
ed decks by flipping the top card face-up.

FIGURE 2: PLAY AREA SETUP
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PHASE ONE – PLACE HEROES
Starting with the first player, players take turns placing one 
of their four hero figures in one of the twelve locations on the 
board. When they do so there are three different effects (See 
Figure 3 for an example):

• Location effect: Each location has an effect 
that the player can choose to activate. The 
effects are shown on the player aid and are 
explained in the Location Effects section 
later. 

• Hero effect: The hero placed in the location 
has an effect that the player can choose 
to activate. These effects are shown on the 
hero tile and are explained in the Hero Tile 
and Card Effects section later.

• Gaining resources: The player can take 
up to two of the resources indicated on 
the map. They can also pay doubloons to 
take one additional resource per doubloon. 
A resource can only be taken as many 
times as its symbol appears in the location. 
Crew resources gained should be placed 
in the Fountain area from the player area. 
Resources are immediately available for use.

Before or after placing a hero, players may play hero cards 
matching any hero currently on the board. The hero figure 
may have been played by any player, not just you. Playing a 
hero card means discarding the card for its action. If combat 
occurs during this phase players can also discard hero cards 
for their combat value.

 Hint: If there are any face-up invaders on the board, Calvin’s hero 
effect and hero cards may be used to conduct combat during this phase. 
See Figure 9 (page 12) for an example.

When a player takes resources and resolves effects is entirely 
up to them and can be performed in any order.

Only two heroes can be in a single location. Some hero and 
card effects may break this restriction.

 Hint: Cannons and sabers are essential for defeating invaders, 
so players should stock up on them early.

The above procedure is repeated until all players have 
placed two heroes each. Players can then continue placing 
heroes in turn order, but they must pay three doubloons to 
do so. Once a player passes on hero placement, they can-
not place again this round. Repeat this until all players have 
passed. Players cannot play hero cards the turn they pass.

Each player can place a maximum of four heroes.

Playing the Game
There are four game rounds. 
Each game round is played over six phases, as follows:

Phase 1 - Place heroes

Phase 2 - Use forts and ships

Phase 3 - Buy construction cards

Phase 4 - Surprise attack in player order

Phase 5 - Defend the cove in invader order

Phase 6 - End of round

FIGURE 3: PLACING A HERO

1  Gloria is placed in the tavern.

2  Gloria’s hero effect is to use 1 or 2 of the player’s forts and/or 
ships. They use 1 fort to gain 1 rum and 1 plank. These are added to 
the player’s supply. They use 1 ship to trade 1 rum for 1 doubloon and 
1 gunpowder. The rum is taken from the player’s supply and they gain 
a doubloon and a gunpowder.

3  The tavern’s location effect is that the player gets to draw two hero 
cards to add to their hand.

4  The player gains two resources from the tavern picking 1 rum and 
1 crew. The crew is placed in the fountain area. The rum is placed into 
their supply.

1
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PHASE TWO – 
USE FORTS AND SHIPS
All players simultaneously collect resources from their forts 
and make trades with their ships. 

• The resources gained from a fort are illustrated at the 
bottom of the fort card. 

• Trades that can be made with a ship are illustrated at the 
bottom of the ship card. A trade can only be made at most 
once with each ship card during this phase.

 For example: Using your starting ship, you can trade one rum for one 
doubloon and one gunpowder, but you cannot use more rum to repeat 
this trade with the same card. 

Players may use these cards in any order. 

Resources are immediately available for use (even rum gained 
from a fort this round). Resources gained are added from the 
general supply into their play area.

 Note: Hero cards cannot be played during this phase.

FIGURE 4: USING YOUR FORTS AND SHIPS
A player with these forts 
and ships would:

1  Gain one rum and 
one plank from the 
resource pile into their 
play area.

2  Gain two more planks 
from the resource pile into their play area.

3  Trade in one rum from their play area and gain one doubloon and 
one gunpowder from the resource pile into their supply.

3333 44
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KEY GAME RESOURCES

Hero Tiles
The 16 hero tiles show the hero effects 
when a hero figure is placed in a location. 
See Hero Tile and Card Effects (page 15) for 
full details.

Invader Tiles
Invader tiles are either barbarians or pirates. The front 
and back of each tile shows the invader wave. There are 
four waves of invader tiles. The front of the tile also shows 
the invader’s strength. The invader strength has to be 
met or exceeded to defeat it in combat. When it comes 
to calculating victory points only the number of tiles 
players have collected matter, not the invader’s strength.

1212

3

2

88

Hero Cards
There are 4 hero cards per hero for a 
total of 64 cards. Each card can only be 
played if the depicted hero is on the board.  
Cards can be used for either naval  or 
martial  combat if shown on the card. 
Cards can also be used for their ability. If 

the ability is restricted, the Phase it can be played is shown next to the 
ability. A hero card is either played for its combat value OR its ability. 
Never both. It is then discarded.

Hero cards can only be played in Phases 1, 4 and 5. If the draw 
pile runs out, shuffle the discards into a new deck. There is no 
limit to the number of hero cards a player can have in their hand. 
Once drawn, a player can immediately play a hero card. There 
is no limit to how many hero cards can be played on a turn. 
See Hero Tile and Card Effects (page 15) for full details.

BENBEN

11

11

Flip up one barbarian tile.

NANCYNANCY

22

22

Move or swap one of your 
forts into another space.

Construction Cards
The cards you use to build defenses and 
throw rum parties are arrayed at the top of 
the board in 10 stacks. At the top of each 
construction card is its cost.

When you construct, pay the resources 
listed to the supply and take the card. If you build a fort or ship, place a 
ship or fort in an empty location on the map.

When you use a fort you take the resources listed on the bottom of the 
card from the supply. When you use a ship, trade a rum for the resources 
listed on the bottom of the card.

All cards award victory points listed at the very bottom of the card 
with the icon.

5533 44
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+3  in naval combat

+3  in martial combat

+1  in naval combat or 
+1  in martial combat

Used to build forts

Used to build ships or traded 
for doubloons at Blacksmith

Used to throw rum parties 
or to trade with ships

Used to place 3rd/4th Hero 
or buy additional resources

Used to build forts and ships 
or by Gus to aid in combat
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The purple player:

1  Spends 3 planks, paying them from 
their player area back to the resource pile.

2  Uses their crew by moving it from the 
fountain back to their player area.

3  They take the ship card that gives them 
two gunpowder monkeys in exchange 
for rum and place it in their player area. 
No one else can buy from this card stack 
this round.

4  They place their new ship into the third 
spot with the wind symbol.

The purple player decides to buy a ship 
construction card. 

FIGURE 5: BUYING CONSTRUCTION CARDS

PHASE THREE – 
BUY CONSTRUCTION CARDS
Starting with the first player, players take turns buying one 
construction card at a time. Do not turn a new construction 
card face up. This stack is exhausted for the remainder of the 
round. The purchase cost is at the top of each card. If the cost 
includes rum, planks or food tokens those are removed from 
your play area to the general supply. Crew are removed from 
the Fountain area to your play area to buy fort and ship cards. 
Players can continue buying until all players have passed.

When a ship card is purchased, place a ship piece  in any 
empty ship space. Note that the third ship space in each set 
has a wind symbol  on it, which allows the ship to avoid 
combat in Phase Five - Defend the Cove. When a fort card 
is purchased, place a fort piece  in any empty fort space.

 Note: Ships and forts do not have a combat strength but their 
presence on the map enables players to fight adjacent invaders.

It is not possible to buy a card if there is no available space 
on the board for the corresponding piece. New construction 
cards will not be available until the end of the round.

All construction cards provide victory points  if they survive 
to the end of the game. 

Important: Do not forget to place ship 
or fort pieces on the board!

 Note: Hero cards cannot be played during this phase.
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Cost to buy 
a Fort

Cost to buy 
a Ship

Cost to buy 
a 3VP Rum Party
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Purple 
player area

Resource pile

1

2
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Combat Primer (DURING PHASES 1, 4, AND 5)

Fire cannons to fight pirates or wield sabers to fight barbarians

Flip a cannon to give +3 naval strength ( ), or flip a saber to give +3 martial strength ( ). You may do this 
as many times as you have cannons or sabers. Used sabers and cannons will be flipped back up during 
Phase 6. Do not discard your cannons or sabers.

+3+3

+3+3

You can only attack face-up invaders. To defeat invaders, players must expend combat strength greater than or equal 
to the value on the tile. Blue naval strength is used to fight pirates. Green martial strength is used to fight barbarians. 
To gain combat strength the active player may:

Explode gunpowder to fight any invader

Return a gunpowder to the general supply and add +1 strength per 
gunpowder to fight a single invader (pirate or barbarian). +1+1

+1+1
- OR -

Play hero cards

You may play hero cards to add either naval ( ) or martial ( ) combat strength to fight a 
single invader. Discard any cards used in combat. You may still play other hero cards for 
their ability. Other players can also contribute hero cards, but no other resource. The active 
player does not have to accept this assistance. The active player still wins the invader tile. 
Reminder: Hero cards can only be played if the matching hero is on the board.

GRAHAMGRAHAM

11

22

Flip up one pirate tile.

A Fortress token adds +2 strength to all combats

If you have a hero on the Fortress, your Fortress token adds +2 strength to any combat (  or ). 
It is not consumed.

+2+2

+2+2
- OR -

Unleash Gus’ crew to fight any invader

If the active player has Gus in play, they may use their crew in the Fountain area to gain 
+2 combat strength (  or ) per crew. Place the crew piece on its side to show that it has been used.  
It will be stood back up in Phase 6.

UNABASHED VICTORY!

The active player wins if their 
total combat strength is equal 
to or greater than the invader’s. 
They claim the invader’s tile. 
It may be used to gain victory 
points at the end of the game.

UNBRIDLED DEFEAT!

You fail to defeat an invader if your combat strength is less than the strength shown 
on the tile. Damage does not carry-over. In Phase 1 and 4, nothing else happens.  
In Phase 5, however, the invader will sink the defending ship or destroy the defending 
fort and then attack the next adjacent defender. If no defender remains, the invader 
moves to a breakthrough space on the main board. If there is no 
breakthrough space, all players lose the game! You have failed and 
all our rum is now in the bellies of some not-so-very-nice folk.

Pirate breakthrough area

2

1010
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PHASE FOUR – 
SURPRISE ATTACK IN PLAYER ORDER
Starting with the first player, players can attack one 
face-up invader, including those in the breakthrough area. If 
the invader is in a sea or land space, then players must have 
a ship or fort adjacent to that invader. 

If Calvin is on the map, a Calvin hero card can be discarded 
for its action “Attack one face-up barbarian or pirate”.

Players do not need a ship or a fort to attack invaders in the 
breakthrough area.

The Combat Primer (page 9) contains all the ways to earn 
combat strength.

If a player defeats an invader, they claim its tile and keep 
it until the end of the game. It may be used to gain victory 
points. 

Players continue attacking in player order until everyone has 
passed, or all face-up invaders are defeated.

 Note: Hero cards can be played during this phase for their action or 
combat value but only if the matching hero is on the board.

PHASE FIVE – DEFEND THE COVE 
IN INVADER ORDER
Flip all face-down invader tiles face-up. Each invader will 
attack in sequence from top to bottom, starting with the top 
remaining pirate. Each invader will attack the top ship or fort 
it is adjacent to, then the next down and so on. See Figures 7 
and 8 (pages 11-12) for examples.

Combat works as described in the Combat Primer (page 9).

Hero cards can be played for their action or combat value 
during this phase but only if the matching hero is on the board. 

 Hint: If Calvin is in play and your ship or fort is defending, Calvin cards 
can be played for their action. Calvin can be played before or after 
your combat but you must still complete your combat.

If a player defeats an invader, they claim its tile and keep 
it until the end of the game. It may be used to gain victory 
points. 

If a player cannot defeat an invader, then the invader 
destroys their adjacent ship or fort. The player must remove 
the destroyed ship or fort piece and return it to their available 
supply. If a player loses a ship piece, then they lose a ship 
card of their choice. If they lose a fort piece, then they lose a 
fort card of their choice. Damage to an invader never carries 
over.

If a player ship’s space is marked with a wind symbol, then 
they can choose not to fight the adjacent pirate and move 
their ship instead. The ship can move to any empty ship space 
that is not adjacent to the same pirate.

If an invader tile remains undefeated with no opposing ships 
or forts, then place it on an empty breakthrough 
space towards the bottom of the map. 
There are three spaces for pirates and 
three for barbarians.

Attacking in Phase 4

Gold is the first player and acts first.

1  Gold decides to attack the face-up pirate 
adjacent to their ship. The pirate has a strength 
of 4.

2  They flip one cannon for 3 points of attack, and 
discard one gunpowder for 1 point of attack to 
reach 4 points of attack, thus defeating the pirate

3  Gold claims the pirate token.

Purple is the second player. They do not have a 
face-up pirate attached to their ship. 

4  Purple decides to attack the barbarian in the 
breakthrough area, which has a strength of 8. 

5  They flip two sabers for 6 points of attack, 
and discard one Gloria card for 2 points of attack 
to reach 8 points of attack, thus defeating the 
barbarian. 

6  Purple claims the barbarian token.

FIGURE 6: SURPRISE ATTACKS

FIGURE 7: DEFENDING THE COVE
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GLORIAGLORIA

22

22

Use 1 of your forts or ships.
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Gold player area1
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The gold player’s ship will be attacked first. 
If the gold player cannot defeat the pirate, 
the pirate will attack the white ship.

1

1212

The gold ship was destroyed in combat, 
returned to the player’s play area. The gold 
player removes any ship card from 
their play area to the game box.

Gold 
player area
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Eventually, only the white ship is left. They decide to flee combat by 
moving their ship to any open ship space on the map.

Flee!

1

1212

Breakthrough!

1

1212

The pirate token is moved 
to the breakthrough area.

If a fourth pirate or barbarian breaks through the game is over.

1

1212

2

88

2

1010
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1616
Game Over!

1

44 Only the gold or 
purple player can 
attack

CALVINCALVIN

22

22

Attack one face-up 
barbarian or pirate.

OR any player 
discarding a Calvin 
hero card for its 
action

1

88

44

1

Any player can 
attack invaders on 
breakthrough spaces

Face-down invaders 
cannot be attacked

The game ends immediately 
and all players lose if either 
four pirates or four barbarians 
break through!

1

44

88

1
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PHASE SIX –  
END OF ROUND
Players pass their four hero tiles clockwise to the next player 
(who may be a dummy player) and take the four from the 
player to their right (who may be a dummy player). Players 
retrieve all hero figures from the board and place them on 
the matching hero tile.

If the top construction card of any construction card deck is 
face-down, flip it face-up. For the two columns whose cards 
have three icons (fort, ship and rum) discard the top card if 
it was not taken this round and flip a new card face-up.

Players flip their used cannons and sabers face-up and return 
their crew to their upright position.

Players return fortress tokens to the Fortress location.

Draw and place the next wave of invader tiles face-down. If 
you have already completed 4 invader phases, proceed to 
the Ending the Game section.

The player with the first player marker passes it on to the 
player to their left (who is NOT a dummy player despite 
whatever you have said about them during the game).

Start a new round.

The game ends after four rounds. Players will know which 
round it is by which invader wave tokens are being used.

All players lose if an invader breaks through and cannot be 
placed on a breakthrough position on the map. If anyone 
purposefully lost any combat in an all-player loss, they are 
the biggest loser and deserve derision by all other players*.

 *If they purposefully lost a combat and won the game, however, they 
get the publisher’s respect – that is the Chaos Cove way.

If the invaders are defeated, players gain victory points for 
ship, fort and rum cards, as shown on the construction cards.

The player with the lowest number of defeated invader tiles 
(pirate and barbarian combined) discards all their tiles. The 
remaining players discard the same number of tiles. Players 
now score according to the number they have left, as 
indicated on the player aid.

 Note: The combat strength on each invader tile does not matter in 
scoring, only the total number of defeated invaders. 

The player with the most victory points is declared 
the protector of Chaos Cove, thus winning the game.

In the case of a tie:

• The tied player who has the most defeated 
invader tiles is the winner.

• If there is still a tie, then the 
tied player with the most 
resources  (doubloons, 
counters, cards) left is the 
winner. 

• If there is still a tie, the player that 
took the latest turn is the winner. 

Ending the Game
Player 1

Player 2

Player 3

Dummy Player

FIGURE 8: COMBAT IN PHASE 5

FIGURE 9: COMBAT IN PHASE 1 DUE TO CALVIN’S ABILITY
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4
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4
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4
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4
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1  White player is defending against the 30 
strength pirate. They play a Dennis card and 
swap ship locations with the gold player. 

2  Gold player cannot defeat the pirate. They 
remove their ship from the map. They discard 
a ship card from their play area.

3  The Blue player cannot defeat the pirate, 
but they are in a wind symbol location and flee 
to an empty ship space.

4  The pirate moves into a pirate breakthrough 
space.

1  The first player places Calvin on the lighthouse.

2  The lighthouse location effect is to flip 1 or 2 pirate 
tiles. Flipping two pirate tiles reveals a strength 2 pirate 
and a strength 8 pirate.

3  Calvin’s hero effect is to attack one face-up barbarian 
or pirate tile.

4  The player, using the rules in the Combat Primer, 
attacks the strength 2 pirate by flipping a cannon for 3 
combat value and wins, taking that pirate tile into their 
supply.

5  The player picks up two resources available at the 
lighthouse: a doubloon and a rum which they place into 
their supply.

4

3030

Gold player area

4

3030
White player area

DENNISDENNIS

00

22

Move or swap one of your 

ships into another space.

44

:

1

3

4

1

2

2

1

22

1

88

1

3

4

LIGHTHOUSELIGHTHOUSE
Flip up 1 or 2Flip up 1 or 2
pirate tilespirate tiles

2

5
2

2

Only losers tie in 
Chaos Cove!
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LOCATION EFFECTS
LIGHTHOUSE – You may flip one or two pirate ship tiles on 
the board face-up. 

PORT – You may use up to two of your ship cards to trade rum 
for goods. Each card can only be used once.

BLACKSMITH – You may trade planks for an equal amount of 
doubloons. For each plank you trade, return it to the general 
supply and take one doubloon.

FORTRESS – You may take a fortress token. While you have a 
fortress token, gain +2 combat strength for all combats. 

Note: You may only have one fortress token regardless of 
the number of heroes you have on the fortress. 

You only get this bonus while your hero is at this location. If 
your hero is moved off, put the fortress token back on the 
fortress.

MARKET – You may trade any three cards, doubloons, 
cannons, sabers, planks, food, rum or gunpowder, for any 
three cannons, sabers, planks, food, rum or gunpowder.
 Note: Cannons and sabers are limited and if they run out then they 
can no longer be taken.

TOWN HALL – You may build one construction card, paying 
the indicated cost and take the card. If you build a fort or ship, 
place a fort or ship on the board from your supply. Flip the 
next card on the stack face-up.

GARDEN – Reassign the first player marker. 
 Note: This will not affect the order of play in Phase One, but will take 
effect in Phase Two. The first player marker will still move clockwise to 
the next player during Phase Six.

 Hint: Don’t forget that the next hero placed here will again reassign 
the first player marker!

TAVERN – You may draw two hero cards. 
 Note: You may immediately play the cards you drew.

GREENHOUSE – You may discard any number of your hero 
cards and draw the same number from the deck.

MILL – You may claim the resources from up to two of your 
fort cards. Each card can only be used once.

FORTUNE TELLER – You may flip one or two barbarian tiles 
face-up.

SANCTUARY – You may swap one of your un-played hero 
tiles with any other un-played hero tile, making sure you 
exchange the hero figures as well.

HERO TILE AND CARD EFFECTS
ART – If you have played this hero then in Phase 5 - Defend 
the Cove you can choose to make any of your forts invisible to 
attacking barbarians. They will attack the next adjacent fort 
or forts. If the barbarians are not defeated by the remaining 
forts, place the barbarian in the breakthrough area at the 
bottom of the board. The hero card has the same effect but 
only on one of your forts and is only played when one of your 
forts is attacked.

BELLE - When you play this hero you can take one more 
resource from the location. The hero card can only be played 
to gain a resource from the location you just played in. A 
resource can only be taken as many times as its symbol 
appears in the location.

BEN - When you play this hero figure you can flip one 
barbarian face-up. You do the same when you play the hero 
card.

CALVIN - When you play this hero you may attack any one 
face-up invader. The hero card has the same effect. 
 Note: You may attack any face-up invader, you do not need an 
adjacent fort or ship.

 Note: Playing this hero card in Phase 4 - Surprise Attack, counts as an 
attack. In Phase 4, you cannot use this hero card to get multiple com-
bats without yielding to the next player.

CLAUDIA - When you play this hero you may take one saber 
or one gunpowder. The hero card has the same effect.

COLIN - When you play this hero you may take one cannon or 
one gunpowder. The hero card has the same effect.

DENNIS - When you play this hero you can move or swap one 
of your ships. You can either move it to an empty space or you 
can swap it with another player’s ship. In the latter case the 
displaced ship is moved to the space you vacated, so you are 
simply swapping positions. The hero card has the same effect.

GEORGE - When you place this hero no hero can be placed 
in or moved to the same location as George - except Polly. 
George cannot be moved. If you play the hero card, then you 
can move a hero of your choice, other than George, from a 
location to any other location. This does not result in any effect 
being resolved for the moved hero or for its new location (with 
the exception of the Fortress). George does not allow more 
than two heroes to be placed on a location.

 Note: A hero moved away from the Fortress location by George’s 
effect loses their Fortress token. Likewise, a hero moved to the Fortress 
location by George’s effect gains the Fortress token.

 Hint: The George hero card can be used at the start of placement 
to move a hero off of a full location so you can place a hero on that 
location.

GLORIA - When you play this hero you can use up to two of 
your fort and/or ship construction cards. The hero card allows 
you to use one fort or ship card. When you use a fort gain the 
resources shown on the card. When you use a ship perform 
the trade shown on the card.

GRAHAM - When you play this hero you can flip one pirate 
face-up. You do the same when you play the hero card.

GUS – When you play this hero, during combat you can use 
your crew to gain combat strength. Each of your crew in the 
fountain has a combat strength of +2. Each crew is used but 
not consumed. When using a crew to gain +2 combat strength 
for a single combat, put one of your crew that is in the fountain 
on its side to indicate that it has been used. It will be stood up 
at Phase 6 - End of Turn. You can spend crew that have been 
used for combat to build construction cards.

JERRY - When you play this hero you add one of your crew to 
the Fountain. The hero card has the same effect.

JOHN - When you play this hero you gain one rum. The hero 
card has the same effect.

NANCY - When you play this hero you can move or swap one 
of your forts. You can either move it to an empty space or you 
can swap it with another player’s fort. In the latter case, the 
displaced fort is moved to the space you vacated, so you are 
simply swapping positions. The hero card has the same effect.

NELLIE - When you play this hero you draw two hero cards. 
The hero card has the same effect.

POLLY - You can always play this hero in a location, even if 
there are already two heroes there. You can also play the 
piece into a location with George. The hero card allows you 
to play a hero figure you are placing into any location, even 
a location that is full.
 Note: You cannot use the Polly card to place a hero with George.

Glossary & Reference



Pay  per resource
to take additional 

resources from the location 
you just played in

A resource can only be taken
as many times as it appears

in the location

 : 
Place your 3rd or 4th hero

PLACEMENT
PHASE:

COMBAT:

+3  
(flip the token over)

+  / +   
(card strength value)

+3  
(flip the token over)

+1  / +1   
(discard the token)

+2  / +2  

+2  / +2
 (per exhausted crew)

GUSGUS

END GAME 
END GAME SCORINGSCORING

•  Invader bonus
•  Invader bonus  (see below)

• Ship: 4• Ship: 4  
• Fort: 3• Fort: 3
•  Rum Party: 
•  Rum Party: 33 or 5or 5

Tie breaker
Tie breaker• Most invader tiles• Most resources

1 22
2 55
3 99
4 1414
5 2020
6 2626
7 3333
8 4141
9 5050

INVADER INVADER BONUSBONUSEach player counts defeated tilesEveryone discards lowest totalBonus tallied from remaining tiles

1. Place heroes in turn order1. Place heroes in turn order
  Do the following in any order:Do the following in any order:
 •  Hero ability  •  Hero ability 

(( : place your 3rd or 4th hero): place your 3rd or 4th hero) • Location ability • Location ability
 • Collect resources • Collect resources
 •  Play hero cards  •  Play hero cards 

(the hero must be on the board)(the hero must be on the board)

2. Use forts and ships simultaneously2. Use forts and ships simultaneously
3. Buy construction cards in turn order3. Buy construction cards in turn order
4.  Surprise attack one invader  4.  Surprise attack one invader  

at a time in turn orderat a time in turn order

5.  Defend in invader order 5.  Defend in invader order 
(ships then forts, top to bottom)(ships then forts, top to bottom)

6. End of round6. End of round
 • Refresh construction cards • Refresh construction cards
 • Flip up used cannons and sabers • Flip up used cannons and sabers • Place next wave of invaders • Place next wave of invaders
 • Pass hero tiles left • Pass hero tiles left
 • Pass first player marker left • Pass first player marker left
 • Reclaim heroes to tiles • Reclaim heroes to tiles

ROUND ROUND 
STRUCTURESTRUCTURE

INVADER TILE STRENGTHSINVADER TILE STRENGTHS
 2 4 6 8 10 12  2 4 4 6 6 8WAVE 1

 4 6 8 10 12 14  4 6 8 8 10 12WAVE 2

 4 8 12 16 20 24  4 8 12 12 16 20WAVE 3

 6 10 14 18 22 30  6 12 16 20 24 28WAVE 4


